
Extraordinary women who dared to live their dreams.
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What is the secret of success?

This sassy series reveals it all.
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Every girl fantasizes about having the ultimate career. One mixed with a dash of celebrity status, an incredible salary 
and the daily prospect of interesting and different challenges, all blended to create a sizzling image of adventure and 
achievement, the ride of a lifetime.

But what’s the recipe for success? How do you go from wanting it to getting it? And what, really, does it cost? We’ve 
tracked down the best of the best – from fashion, film and all forms of media – to reveal how they landed their killer 
careers and made their way to the top.

Women On Top is a fast-paced, half-hour weekly series celebrating dynamic, successful women who have drool-
worthy jobs. You know the type – they’re often written about or talked about because they’re unique, courageous and 
incredibly successful.

But what you likely don’t know is how they did it, why they did it and what the price of getting it and now keeping it 
ultimately means - from their point-of-view. Edgy and enlightening, Women On Top boldly ventures where traditional 
profiles rarely go. It doesn’t simply celebrate success it aggressively lays bare its hidden underbelly – the unexpected 
turning points, the personal costs and challenges, the differences between how it all appears and what it really is.

Set in the work place, the home and in a wide variety of celebrity-saturated or industry events, each episode of Women 
On Top is an access-driven, arms-length confessional that reveals the personal through the professional like  
never before.

APRIL BARTON
Celebrity NYC Hairstylist

SHARON SACKS
Wedding and Event Planner 
 

ERICA COURTNEY
LA Jewelry Designer

BETSEY JOHNSON  
Fashion Designer

ERIN ADAMS
New Mexico Tile Designer

BONNIE FULLER
Magazine Editor
  

BARBARA LAZAROFF
LA Restaurateur  
and Designer
  

MARGUERITE DERRICKS  
LA Top Choreographer
 

JODI JONES
NYC Fashion & Celebrity 
Photographer

JEANNE BEKER 
Fashion Icon

With many more exciting women featured!


